
DriwalITM Rainscreen 020-1 is a drainage mat 
for exterior wall systems. The entangled net 
product eliminates incidental moisture problems 
in most exterior veneer applications, including 
stucco, manufactured stone and plank siding.
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Driwall™ Rainscreen 020-1

Santa Barbara, California, known for its 
mountain views and long stretches of pristine 
beaches, is one of the most beautiful cities 
to visit in the United States. Tourists from all 
across the world choose Santa Barbara as 
their vacation destination. Wether you are 
hiking the trails or walking the ocean 
shoreline,  the appealing views are 
everywhere you look. 

One great spot to explore is this breathtaking Garden 
Center in the heart of Santa Barbara. Hike through 
the garden one trail at a time and experience all of the 
beauty it has to offer! 

One area of the garden center, known as the 
Conservation Center, which is surrounded by stunning 
views of the Santa Ynez Mountains and the Santa 
Barbara Channel, features Keene Building Product’s 
Driwall™ Rainscreen 020-1.

Driwall™ Rainscreen 020-1 is a drainage mat for 
exterior wall systems. The product eliminates 
incidental moisture problems in most exterior veneer 
applications. In this case, Stucco was used as the 
siding when installing Driwall™ Rainscreen 020-1. 
The full-wall entangled net product rolls over the 
water-resistive barrier to separate it from the exterior 
veneer. The airspace that it creates increases airflow 
through the wall cavity, allowing the wall to breathe 
and stay dry.

Draining and Drying are two extremely important 
aspects for the proper life span of any exterior veneer, 
and Driwall™ Rainscreen 020-1 provides that in one 
product!

Without the worry of mold and decay in the wall 
system, the building will be preserved for years to 
come!

DRIWALL™ Products – the right way to stay Dry!

For more information please visit Keene Building 
Products web site at KeeneBuilding.com or call 
877-514-5336


